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Introduction

One of the more fascinating chapters in the theory of automorphic forms,
and in representation theory of p-adic groups, is the usage of the Selberg
trace formula to study characters of representations when adequate knowl-
edge of orbital integrals is available. The purpose of this paper is to suggest
an entirely different application of the trace formula. The roles of the two
sides will be changed, and orbital integrals will be studied using the trace
formula, given (elementary) knowledge of characters.
Some of these "standard" applications involve lifting theories, such as the

metaplectic correspondence [FK1], endo-lifting [K1], [FI], simple algebra
correspondence [F2; III], symmetric-square [F5] and base-change [AC], [F3],
[F4] liftings. Here two groups G and G’ are related. The trace formula (for G)
is an identity, for each test function f, of the form 03A303C0 tr 03C0(f) = Ey 03A6(03B3, f ).
One begins by proving the existence of matching functions f on G and f’ on
G’, for which the orbital integrals 03A6(03B3,f) and 03A6(03B3’,f’) are equal. This is a
difhcult step, especially when spherical functions are involved; of course, a
suitable notion relating the conjugacy classes y and y’ has to be supplied. For
a matching pair ( f, f ’) one has Ey 03A6(03B3,f) = 03A303B303A6(03B3’,f’), and by a double
application of the trace formula (for G and for G’), one concludes that
03A303C0tr03C0(f) = 03A303C0’ tr 03C0’(f). The techniques developed in [FK1], [F2], etc.,

permit isolating packets of G and G’-modules in these sums, and there
results a correspondence of representations of the p-adic and adelic groups
attached to G and G’, stated in terms of character relations (e.g., tr7r(/) =
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tr03C0’(f) for all matching f, f ’, or ~03C0(03B3) ~ ~03C0’(03B3’) for all matching y, y’, where
Xn is the character of n).
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a new technique in the study of the

initial step of matching f and f ’, especially in the crucial case of spherical
functions fv and fv’ on the p-adic groups Gv and Gv (in a special case
described below). There is a simple parametrization of unramified Gv-
modules 03C0v and Gv-modules n§, by means of which a correspondence
nv ~ 03C0’v is defined. The spherical fv, f’v are called corresponding if

tr 03C0v (fv) = tr 03C0’v (f’v) for all corresponding unramified pairs (03C0v, 03C0’v). By the
theory of the Satake transform the correspondence fv ~ fv of spherical
functions is well defined, and the problem is to show that corresponding
spherical functions are matching.

This is a crucial question. Our initial motivation is the desire to solve this
problem in the context of the metaplectic correspondence of [FK1], where
G’ is an mth fold covering of G = GL(n). This problem is reduced in [FK1] 
(§12 for spherical functions, §13 for discrete functions) to the analogous
problem in the context of the endo-lifting from G’ = GL(r, E) to G =
GL(n, F), where E is a cyclic field extension of F of degree k = n/r. The
latter problem is solved in Kazhdan [KI] in the case r = 1, namely when G’,
which we now denote by H, is an elliptic torus in G. Consequently, as
explained in [FK 1 ], §§ 12-13, the theorems of [FK 1 ] are proven only for pairs
(m, n) where m is prime to each composite (non-prime) integer bounded by
n. In conclusion we have to match functions on H = GL (r, E) and G =

GL (n, F) for any divisor r of n.
The purpose of this paper is to reduce this last problem to a computation

of the twisted character of the unramified representation no of Gv which
(conjecturally) corresponds to the trivial Hv - module io . This computation
is beyond the scope of this paper and will await another publication. Our
method is as follows. Let x be a primitive character of Gal(E/F) ~ A /
F NE/FA E. There is a bijection (called lifting or correspondence) relating
Gal(E/F)-orbits {03C4 o 03C3i (0  i  k)l of cuspidal H-modules i with

03C4 ~ 03C40 a, with cuspidal G-modules 03C0 with n rr 03C0 Q K. This follows from
the theory [AC] of base-change for GL (n), and consequently does not
provide the character relations of [K 1 ] needed in [FK1] ] as described above.

However, for a careful choice of special test functions ~ = 0 Ov on G(A)
and f = ~fv on H(A) = GL(r, AE) we do have trn(4) x K) = tr03C4(f) if
i H n ; we do not know that 03A6k(03B3, ~v) = 03A6(03B3, fv ) (the definitions of the
twisted character tr 03C0 (~ x K) and twisted orbital integral 03A6k(03B3, ~v) are given
in Section 1 below). Thus, for each place v of F the components f,, ~v of
f = (Dfv, 0 = ~ ~v are chosen to be corresponding, but we do not know
that they are matching. For such a pair f, ~, the representation theoretic sides
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of the trace formulae: 03A303C4 tr 03C4 (f) = 03A303B303A6(03B3,f) on H, and 03A303C0 tr 03C0(~ x 03BA) =
Ly 03A603BA(03B3, 0) on G, are equal. Consequently Ly 03A6(03B3, f ) = Ly 03A603BA(03B3, 4».
Now our problem is to show that for a fixed finite unramified place u of

F the corresponding spherical functions f’u, ~’u are matching. We choose f,
~ with fu = f’u and ~u = ~’u. Given a (regular) rational ô in H = GL (r, E),
fu = u f,, and ~u = ~v~u ~v can be chosen to have 03A6(03B3,f) = 0 and
03A6k(03B3,~) = 0 unless y = 03B4. Consequently 03A6(03B4,f) = 03A6k(03B4, ~).
Had we known that 03A6(03B4,fu) = 03A6k(03B4, ~u)(~0) we could conclude that

~(03B4, fu’ ) = 03A6k(03B4, ~’u) and be done. But we do not, and instead we apply the
same arguments with a pair f * = fu* Q f u and ~* = ~*u Q ~u. Here f*u is
a pseudo-coefîicient (see [K2]) of the Steinberg Hu -module stHu , and ~*u a
twisted pseudo-coefhcient (see [F2]) of the corresponding Gu-module 03C0(st)u.
Thus, f*u and 0 u * correspond, and we have 03A6(03B4, f*) = 03A6k(03B4,~*). Now our
Conjecture Bo, which concerns the computation of the twisted character of
n(st)u, or equivalently that of the representation n. related to the trivial
module To (see Conjecture B1), implies that fu* and ~*u are matching. Hence,
03A6(03B4,f’u) = 03A6k(03B4, ~’u) is obtained, and we are done.
The contents of this paper are as follows. The main Theorem 1, which

asserts that corresponding spherical functions are matching provided that
the twisted character of the lift no of the trivial Hu -module 03C40 is computed,
is stated in Section II. So is Theorem 2, which recalls the required conse-
quences of the base-change theory, and also the trace formulae (for H and
G). Section III deals with the choice of the test functions, and the proof of
Theorem 1. Section 1 states the main Conjecture Bo (or B1) and its conse-
quences to lifting and to matching orbital integrals of spherical and general
functions. In the Appendix Conjecture Bo is proven in the special case of
H = GL(1, E) and G = GL (2, F). This proves all of our conjectures but
only in the easiest case of GL (2).
The same technique, of reducing (by means of the trace formula) the study

of orbital integrals to that of a computation of a specific twisted character
of an unramified representation, is used to establish in [FK2] the unstable
transfer of orbital integrals of spherical functions which is required in our
proof of the absolute form of the symmetric square lifting. This technique
can also be used to establish the unstable transfer in the context of base

change for the unitary group U(3, E/F) in three variables (see [F4]).

I. Conjectures

Let E be a cyclic extension of degree k &#x3E; 1 of a local non-archimedean field
F. Let R and RE denote the rings of integers of F and E. Choose an
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isomorphism E  Fk over F such that RE  Rk when E/Fis unramified. There
results an embedding E  M(k, F) = EndFFk and E   GL(k, F) =
AutFFk. For every r a 1 we obtain M(r, F)  M(n, F), where n = rk,
and so an embedding of the multiplicative group H = GL(r, E) in G =

GL(n, F), which maps the maximal compact subgroup KH = GL(r, RE) of
H into K = GL(n, R) = M(n, R)" . We regard H as a subgroup of G, and
note that the embedding of H in G is unique up to conjugation in G.
Denote by NEIF the norm map from E to F. Fix a complex valued character

K of FX whose kernel is NE/FE X . Its composition with the determinant
det: G ~ F’ is a character of G denoted again by K. It satisfies x(h) = 1 for

every h in H c G. Our first object of study is a relation between orbital
integrals on H and K-orbital integrals on G, as follows.

Let 03C9 be a character of the center Z(G) = F" of G. Let 0 be a locally
constant function on G which satisfies ~(zg) = 03BA(z)rk(k-1)/203C9(z)-1~(g) (g in
G, z in Z(G)) whose support is compact modulo Z(G). Let dg be the Haar
measure on G which assigns K the volume one. For each torus T in G let dT
be the Haar measure on T which assigns the maximal compact subgroup
T(R) the volume one. The quotient measure dgIdT on the homogeneous
space G/T is denoted here by dg. An element g of G is called regular if its
centralizer ZG(g) is a torus. If x lies in H and it is regular (in G), then
ZG(x) = ZH(x) lies in H and K(ZG(X)) = 1. Hence the K-orbital integral

of 0 at x is well-defined.
Analogously, let dh be the Haar measure on H which assigns K, the

volume one, and dh the quotient measure dhIdT on the homogeneous space
H/T. Let f be a locally constant function on H with f(zh) = w(z)-lf(h) (h
in H, z in Z(G) = F" ) whose support is compact modulo Z(G). The orbital
integral of f at x in H which is regular in G is defined to be

To relate these two types of orbital integrals, let F be a separable closure
of F containing E, and a an automorphism of F over F whose restriction to
E generates the galois group Gal (E/F). The Lie algebra L(G) = M(n, F)
of G is the direct sum of three subspaces: the space L(H) - M(r, F)k of
matrices made of k blocks of size r x r along the diagonal, the space P of
upper triangular matrices with non-zero entries over L(H), and the comp-
lementary space P of lower triangular matrices. Then dim P = dim P =

r2k(k - 1)/2.
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For h in H, put È = diag (h, ah, ... , 03C3k-1h); then Ê is an invertible
matrix in L(H). Let Ad (h) denote the adjoint action X ~ hXh-1 of h
on P. Put 0(h) - det (Ad (h) - I), where I is the identity. Note that if
hl(1  1  r) denote the eigenvalues of the r x r matrix h in H, then
À(h) = 03A0(03C3ihl/03C3Jhl, - 1), where the product ranges over all i, j, 1 and l’ with
1  i  j  k; 1  1, l’  r. Also we put Ô’(h) - II(ai hl - 03C3jhl’), with
product ranging over all i, j, 1 and l’ as above, and we put 0394(h) =
II (ai hl - 03C3jhl), with product ranging over the i, j, 1 with 1  i  j  k,
1  1  r.

Let denote the valuation of F which is normalized by |03C0| = q-’ , where
03C0 is any generator of the maximal ideal of R, and q is the cardinality of the
residue field R/(03C0). Then |0394(h)| = |0394’(h)||detGh|-(k-1)r/2, where detGh is the
determinant 03A0i,l03C3ihl of h as a matrix in G; note that detgh = NE/FdetHh.
Now for every h in H, we have 6a(h) - (-1)(k-1)r0394(h). We say that h is
regular if 0394(h) ~ 0 (namely h is regular as an element of G). Fix a regular
ho in H. Then 0394(h)/0394(h0) lies in F, since 0394(h) lies in E and F is the field of
Gal (E/F)-invariant elements in E. Moreover, if k is odd then 0394(h)/0394(h0) lies
in NE/FE , while if k is even, then (0394(h)/0394(h0))2 is in NE/FE .

Following [KI] we put

Then A(h) is real, and moreover non-negative if k is odd or divisible by 4.
In the latter case 0(h) is independent of ho, while if k is even but not divisible
by 4, then 0(h) is independent of ho only up to a sign. When E/F is
unramified we choose ho which satisfies |0394(h0)| = 1.

Note that A(ah) = 03BA(- 1)rk(k-1)/20394(h). Since the matrices ah and h in G
have equal sets of eigenvalues, they are conjugate in G if h is regular.
Namely, there is a in G with ah = aha-’ ; it is clear that the image of det a
in F /NE/FE  is uniquely determined. It follows from [K1] that

Hence

for every regular h.

DEFINITION. The functions ~ on G and f on H are called matching if

03A6(h, f) = 0394(h)03A603BA(h, ~) for every h in H regular in G.
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In particular, we have 03A6(03C3h,f) = 03A6(h, f) if f matches a 0 in G.

CONJECTURE A. For every 0 there is a matching f; for every f with 03A6(03C3h, f) =

0(h, f) for all regular h there exists a matching 0.
When r = 1 this is proven in Kazhdan’s fundamental work [K1]. As shown

in [FK1], §13, Conjecture A implies that for ever y 0 on G = GL(n, F) there
is a matching genuine function ~ on the m-fold covering group G of G, and
for every ~ there is a matching 0. This fact plays a key role in the study
[FK1] of the metaplectic correspondence. It is shown in [FK1], §13, that the
case of r = 1 in Conjecture A, established in [KI], implies the transfer
between 0 and ~ when m is prime to every composite integer bounded by n.
A second theme in this work concerns representations of G and H, and

character relations. Our next aim is to state the relevant Conjecture B, which
implies Conjecture A.
We begin by fixing notations to be used below. Let n be an admissible

G-module which satisfies 03C0(zg) = 03BA(Z)rk(k-1)/203C9(z)03C0(g) (z in Z(G), g in G),
and 0 a function on G as above. The convolution operator n( c/J) =
~G/Z(G) ~(g)03C0(g)dg has finite rank and its trace is denoted by tr 03C0(~). Put
03C0 Qx K for the G-module (n 0 K) (g) = n(g)K (g). Suppose that n is irreducible
and n Qx x - 03C0. Then there exists a non-zero (hence invertible) intertwining
operator A on the space of 03C0 with A03C0(g)03BA(g) = n(g)A for all g in G. In
particular, Ak03C0(g) = n(g)Ak (g in G). Since n is irreducible, Ak is a scalar
which we normalize to be one. This fixes A up to a kth root of unity.

Suppose that has a Whittaker model, namely there exists an additive
complex valued non-trivial character gl of F, such that n is equivalent to the
representation of G by right translations on a space of functions W : G - C
which transform under the unipotent radical N = {(nij)} of B by W((nij)g) =
03C8(03A3n-1i=1 ni,i+1)W(g). Then n 0 K has a Whittaker model, which consists of
the functions W Qx K: g H W(g)K(g). We choose A: 03C0 ~ 03C0 Ox K to be
defined by AW = W (g) K. Then n(x)A = K(x)An(x) for all x in G, since for
all g in G we have

It is easy to see that this normalization commutes with the functor of
induction. By [BZ] a tempered G-module is equivalent to one normalizedly
induced from a square-integrable module, hence it has a Whittaker model.
Note that by a tempered or square-integrable module we mean an irreducible
one. Every irreducible G-module 03C0 is a quotient of a G-module 1«(2 (x) p)
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induced from the productq 0 y of a tempered module (J and an unramified
character 03BC. We take A03C0: 03C0 ~ 03C0 ~ 03BA to be the one obtained from

I(A,): I(o ~ Il) ~ I«(J Qx x ~ 03BC), where Ae: e - g OQ x is the operator
Ae We = W Qx x on the Whittaker space of Q.

Put 03C0(03BA) = A and 03C0(~ x x) = SG/Z(G) ~(g)03C0(g)A dg for any 0 as

above. This is an operator of finite rank; the trace is finite and denoted by
tr 03C0(~ x K).

DEFINITION. The H-module i corresponds to the G-module n if n xQ x - n
and tr 03C0(~ x rc) = tr i( f ) for all matching functions 0 on G and f on H. We
denote n by x(i) and i by 03C4(03C0) if i and 03C0 correspond.
The definition of correspondence can be stated in terms of character

relations. The character X, of i is a locally constant function on the regular
set (distinct eigenvalues) of H with ~03C4(zh-1xh) = 03C9(z)~03C4(x) (z in Z(G); x,
h in H) such that tr 03C4(f) = S H/Z(G) ~03C4 (h) f (h)dh for all f on H which vanish
on the singular set of H. A well-known theorem of Harish-Chandra [H]
asserts that X, extends to a locally integrable function on H, hence, that
tr 03C4(f) = ~ ~03C4(h)f(h) dh for all f. Similarly, the twisted character X,, of
03C0(~ 03C0 Qx K) is a locally constant function on the regular set of G which
extends to G as a locally integrable function which satisfies xn(zg) =
K(z)rk(k-1)/203C9(z)~03C4(g) (g in G, z in Z(G)) and tr 03C0(~ x K) = ~G/Z(G) ~03C0(g)~(g)dg
for all ~ (see [CI]). It is easy to check that ~03C0(g-1xg) = k(g)~03C0(x) (g in G,
x regular in G). We have the following:

LEMMA A 1. If g is regular in G and XTC(g) =1= 0 then g is conjugate to an element
of H.

Proof. Since g is regular, its centralizer ZG(g) in G is isomorphic to the
product TI; Lix of the multiplicative groups of field extensions Li of F with
Yi [L;:F] = n. Let Ni: Li ~ F be the norm maps. Since ~03C0(g) ~ 0, the
restriction Of K to ZG(g) is trivial. Hence, K(rli li) = k(03A0i Ni li) = 1 for all

(li) in (L, ). In particular, NiL i c ker x = NEiFE" for all i, hence Li --D E for
all i by local class field theory. Consequently ni Lix is isomorphic to a torus
in H (indeed, Li [L; : E] = r = n/[E: F]), and g is conjugate to an element
of H.

Let {T} denote a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of tori
T in H and [W(T, H)] the cardinality of the Weyl group W(T, H) of
T in H. The Weyl integration formula on H asserts
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where

and L(X) denotes the Lie algebra of a reductive group X. Let 03C4 o a’ be the
H-module (03C4  a’) (h) = !(aih). It is clear that 03C303C403C3l(h) = X03C4(03C3ih), hence we
have:

LEMMA A2. If f matches ~, then tr (03C4  03C3i)(f) = tr r(f) for every r and i.
The Weyl integration formula for G asserts

where

We conclude

LEMMA A3. There exists a constant c = c(ho) =1= 0 such that n and 03C4 corre-
spond if and only if 0394(h)~03C0(h) = c L7:J ~03C4(03C3ih) for every h regular in G.

This gives an alternative definition of the correspondence, which implies
the following:

COROLLARY. c corresponds to 03C0 if and only if T 0 al corresponds to 03C0 for
every i.

It is easy to deduce from linear independence of characters that at most
one n can correspond to r, and at most one orbit {t  03C3i(0  i  k)l can
correspond to 03C0.

CONJECTURE B. The correspondence 03C4 ~ n(T) defines a bijection from the set
of orbits {03C4  03C3i(0  i  k)l of equivalence classes of tempered H-modules 
to the set of equivalence classes of tempered G-modules n with n Ox k ~ n. It
bijects orbits of length k with supercuspidal G-modules.
A stronger form of this conjecture is obtained on replacing "tempered"

by "unitary" and even "irreducible" in its statement.

PROPOSITION [B ~ A]. Conjecture B implies Conjecture A.
The proof of this Proposition consists of two lemmas.

LEMMA Bl . If conjecture B holds, then for every f there exists 4J, and for every
4J there exists f, such that trn(4J x K) = tr 03C4(f) for all corresponding n
and T.
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Proof. Given f, the form 03A6(03C0) = tr (03C4(03C0))(f) is a good form in the
terminology of [BDK] on the free abelian group FK(G) generated by the
equivalence classes of the irreducible tempered G-modules n with n 0 K ~ 03C0.

By the immediate twisted analogue [F2; 1.7] of the Theorem of [BDK], the
form 03A6 is a trace form, namely there exists ~ with 03A6(03C0) = tr n(4) x K) for
all n. Conversely, given 0 the form F(T) = tr (03C0(03C4)) (~ x K) is a good form,
hence a trace form by the Theorem of [BDK], namely there is an f with
F(i) = tr 03C4(f) for all i.

LEMMA B2. If f and 0 satisfy the relation tr 03C0(~ x K) = tr 03C4(f) for all
corresponding n and i then 0 and f are matching.

Proof. Using the Weyl integration formulae, the assumption implies that

L [W(T, H)]-10394H(t)2~T/Z(G) (0394(t)03A6k(t, 4» - 03A6(t,f))~03C4(t) dt = 0 (*)

for every H-module i. Since i can be taken to be any H-module induced
from a character of the Borel subgroup BH of H, we conclude that 03A6(03C4, f) =
0394(t)03A6k(t, 4» for every regular t in BH. By induction on the dimension of the
minimal parabolic subgroup of H which contains T, we may assume that
03A6(t, f) = 0394(t)03A6k(t, 4» for every regular t which is not elliptic in H. Now, by
a well-known completeness result for characters of representations of compact
groups, and the Deligne-Kazhdan correspondence [F2; III] which transfers
this result from the context of the multiplicative group of a division algebra
to that of the general linear group, we have the following. The characters of
the square-integrable H-modules form an orthonormal basis for the space
of conjugacy invariant functions x on the elliptic set of H, which transform
under Z(G) according to M, with respect to the inner product

Here {T}e indicates the set of elliptic tori in {T}. Since 03A6(t, f) = 0394(t)03A6k(t, 4»
on the non-elliptic set, the lemma follows from (*).
Next we describe an explicit form of Conjecture A in the special case of

spherical functions; this form implies (in a non-trivial way) Conjecture B.
A function f is called spherical if it is KH-biinvariant, and 0 is spherical
if it is K-biinvariant. Of course, spherical functions exist only when 03C9 is

unramified, namely it is trivial on R x. The explicit form of Conjecture A will
assert that if one of 0 or f is spherical, then the matching function can be
taken to be also spherical. In fact, the matching spherical function can be
specified explicitly, as follows.
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Let x be a generator of the maximal ideal R - R " in R, and ord the order
(additive) valuation of F normalized by ord (03C0m u) = m (u in RX, m in Z).
Then |x| = q-ord(x), where q is the cardinality of the residue field R/(lr).
For any n-tuple z = (zl , ... , zn ) of non-zero complex numbers, define
an unramified character of the upper triangular subgroup B of G by z:
(bij) ~ Iliz7rd(b",) (here bi,j = 0 if i &#x3E; j). Denote by bl/2 the character defined
by z = (q(n-l)/2, q(n-3)/2, ,..., q(1-n)/2 Let I(z) denote the G-module normal-
izedly induced from the B-module z; thus I(z) = Ind (z03B41/2; B, G), where
Ind (z; B, G ) signifies unnormalized induction from B to G. The symmetric
group W = Sn on n letters acts on C"n by permutation, and I(z), I(z’) have
equal characters (namely I(z), I(z’) are equal as virtual representations) if
and only if the images of z and z’ in C n/Sn are equal. An irreducible
G-module 03C0 is called unramified if it has a non-zero K-fixed vector. The
composition series of I(z) contains a unique unramified constituent n(z), and
every unramified G-module 03C0 is of the form n(z) where z = z(n) is uniquely
defined by 03C0 in cxnlSn. Namely the map z ~ 03C0(z) is an isomorphism from
cxnlSn to the set of equivalence classes of unramified G-modules.

Let E be the unramified extension of F of degree k. For each ZH in cxk we
introduce the normalizedly induced H-module I(zH) and its unramified

constituent 03C0(zH), and note that the map ZH H 03C0(ZH) defines a parametriz-
ation of the set of equivalence classes of unramified H-modules by the
manifold C k/Sk.

If 03C0 is admissible and are its composition factors (repeated according
to their multiplicities) which satisfy 03C0i Q K £r 03C0i, we write trn(4J x K) for
Si tr ni (0 x K). It is clear that if 0 is spherical and tr 03C0(~ x 03BA) ~ 0, then
03C0 has a K-fixed non- zero vector. In particular, we have tr (I(z» (0 x K) =
tr(n(z))(4J x x) for every z and spherical 0. Since the linear forms

tr 03C01 (~ x K), ... , tr nj (~ x K) in q5 are linearly independent if n 1 , ... , nj
are irreducible, inequivalent and satisfy 03C0i ~ ni Q 03BA(1  i  j ), it is clear
that 4J = 0 if 0 is spherical and trn(4J x K) = 0 for all unramified n (which
is irreducible with n rr 03C0 Q K). A simple, standard computation of the
character of an induced representation, implies the following:

LEMMA B3. Lel 1 denote a primitive kth root of 1 in C. For any ZH in C x k, the
H-module I(zkH) corresponds to thc G-module I(Z(ZH)), where z(zH) -
(ZH, 03B6ZH, 03B62ZH, ..., 03B6k-1, ZH)- 

Here, ZH = (Z7H) if ZH = (Zi,H) (1  i  r), and 03B1ZH = (03B1Zi,H) for a

in C. Note that I(ZH) and I(z) are irreducible if Zi,H =1= q03B6lzj,H for all i, j
(1  i, j  r; 0  1  k) by [BZ], hence, 03C0(ZH) corresponds to n(z) in this
case.
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DEFINITION. The spherical functions ~ on G and f on H are called corre-
sponding if tr (I(ZH)(f) = tr (I(Z(ZH))) (~ x K) for all ZH in ex k.

In view of the comments above, for each spherical 0 (resp. f) there is
at most one corresponding spherical f (resp. 4». The existence of f, and
analogously ~ is assured by the theory of the Satake transform, which asserts
that each rational function on cxklSk is of the form ZH H tr (03C0(ZH))(f) for
a unique spherical f.

CONJECTURE C. If the spherical 0 and f are corresponding, then they are
matching.

Namely, corresponding spherical 0 and f have matching orbital integrals.
Note that 0394(h) = |0394(h)| if k is odd, and 0394(h) = |0394(h)|(-1)ord(0394(h)) if k is even.
A special case of Conjecture C is of crucial importance. Let 0’ be the unit

element of the convolution algebra of spherical functions on G, and f’ that
on H. If n is irreducible with n (x) x - n, then tr 03C0(~0 x K) is equal to one
if n is unramified, and to zero otherwise. If 03C4 is irreducible then tr 03C4(f0) is
one if i is unramified, and zero otherwise. In particular, the unit elements ~0
and f’ are corresponding.

CONJECTURE Co. The unit elements ~0 and f° are matching.
Conjecture Co is a special case of Conjecture C, but a straightforward

analogue of the proof of Theorem 19 in [FK1] implies the following

PROPOSITION [Co =&#x3E; C]. Conjecture Co implies Conjecture C.
Note that the proof of [FK1], Theorem 19, is non-trivial; it relies on the

trace formula and the usage of regular functions.
Conjecture Co is of crucial importance in the study [FK1] of the metaplectic

correspondence. In §12 of [FK1] it is shown that Conjecture Co implies the
analogous transfer of ~0 to the unit element ~0 of the Hecke algebra of
genuine functions on an m fold covering G of G, namely that ~0 and ~0 are
matching. This is used in [FK1], §19, to derive the statement analogous to
Conjecture C, that corresponding spherical 0 and ~ are matching. In the
case of r = 1, Conjecture C is proven in Kazhdan’s fundamental work [KI],
and the Theorems of [FK1] are deduced for the case specified in [FK1],
Corollary 12, namely the case where m is prime to all composite integers
bounded by n.

Standard techniques (see, e.g., [KI], [FK1], and [F2]), which rely on the
trace formula and the fact that the rigidity theorem is known for our H
and G, imply the following

PROPOSITION [C =&#x3E; B]. Conjecture C implies Conjecture B.
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Let ro be the trivial H-module, and no the (irreducible) G-module
I(x, K2, ... , xk) normalizedly induced from the character (ai,j) H 03A0iKi(ai,i)
of the parabolic subgroup Pr of type r = (r, r, ... , r) of G. Here

ai,j (1  i, j  k) are r x r matrices with entries in F, ai,i are invertible

(1  i  k) and ai,j = 0 if i &#x3E; j. Note that K(ai,i) is K(detai,i). Both 03C40 and
03C00 are unitary, and unramified if K (hence E/F) is unramified. The arguments
which imply Proposition [C =&#x3E; B] establish also that Conjecture C implies
the following

CONJECTURE B, . The H-module io corresponds to the G-module no.
Let StH be the Steinberg H-module, and st the Steinberg GL(r, F)-module.

Put 03C0(st) for the irreducible G-module I(st 0 K, st Q x2, ... , st 0 kk)
normalizedly induced from the P, -module (ai,j) H ~ki=1 [(st Q ki)(ai,i)]. By
virtue of a well-known formula, expressing the character of the Steinberg
representation as an alternating sum of characters of representations
induced from one dimensional representations of the parabolic subgroups,
Conjecture BI is equivalent to the following

CONJECTURE Bo. The Steinberg H-module, stH, corresponds to the G-module
03C0(st).

This is a special case of Conjecture B.

REMARK. As explained in [FK2], it suffices to prove our conjectures only for
F of characteristic zero. They follow for F of positive characteristic on using
[K3].

II. Theorems

The aim of this paper is to prove the following

THEOREM 1. Conjecture Bo implies Conjecture C.
In particular, conjectures Bo and Co are equivalent; they imply all other

conjectures here. In the appendix we prove Conjecture Bo in the case where
G = GL(2, F) and H = GL(1, E ) is a torus of G.
The proof of Theorem 1 is global. It relies on the trace formula. We work

with a cyclic extension E/F of degree k of global fields. At a place v of F
which stays prime in E, the tensor product Ev = E QF Fv is a cyclic field
extension of degree k of the completion Fv of F at v ; this is the case of a local
field extension considered so far. At a place v of F which splits E we have
Ev = E QF Fv - Fv ~ ... Q Fv (r’ copies), where Fv is a cyclic extension
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of Fv of degree k’, and k = k’r’. There is a generator of Gal (E/F)
whose restriction to the decomposition group at v maps (xj , ... , X,,) to
(U"X,," 03C3’x1, ... , 03C3’xr’-1), where a’ generates the galois group GaI (F: 1 Fv).
In particular, identifying Fv with the diagonal in Ev, we obtain

The image of Ev under the norm map NEv/Fv is NF’v/FvF’v, and the character Kv
is taken to be a character of F v whose kernel is NF’v/Fv F’ v.
The group Hv = GL(r, Ev) = GL(r, F’v)r’ is embedded in the diagonal

subgroup of type (rk’, ... , rk’) in Gv - GL(n, Fv ), by embedding GL(r, F’v)
in GL(rk’, Fv) as usual. Let Nv be the unipotent radical of the upper tri-
angular parabolic subgroup Pv of Gv of type (rk’, ... , rk’). For h in the
standard Levi subgroup Mv of Pv , put bNv(h) = |det Ad (h)L(Nv)|. Given a
function ~v on Gv , define a function 4Jv,N on Mv by

where Kv - GL(n, Rv). The centralizer Tv in Gv , of a regular h in Mv , lies
in Mv . Put

and

A standard integration formula asserts that for every h in Mv regular in G,
we have

Hence, the question ofmatching 1Yv with fv on Hv is reduced to matching 1Yv,N
on Mv with fv on Hv, namely to matching functions on GL(r, F’v) and on
GL(rk’, Fv). By induction on k we may assume in our global study of
Theorem 1 that this transfer, for k’  k, is available, for ordinary (Conjec-
ture A) and spherical (Conjecture C) functions.
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REMARK. Suppose, by induction on k, that Conjecture B holds for k’  k,
namely given an irreducible GL(r, F’v)-module 03C4v, there exists a correspond-
ing GL(rk’, Fv)-module 03C0(03C4v. Denote by I(03C0(03C41,v) Q ... 0 03C0(03C4k’,v)) the Gv -
module normalizedly induced from the Pv -module 03C0(03C41,v) ~ ... ~ 03C0(03C4k’,v)
(on Mv, extended trivially across Nv ). Then a standard computation of the
character of an induced representation implies that

for all matching 0, on Gv and fv on Hv . Consequently, the Hv -module
T 1,, ~ ... OO 03C4k’,v and the Gv -module I(03C0(03C41,v) ~ ... ~ 03C0(03C4k’,v) are corre-
sponding,. It is then clear that Conjecture A, B, C, suitably stated in the case
of a place v of F which splits in E, reduce at once to the analogous
conjectures with k’ replacing k. In particular, these conjectures hold for a
place v of F which splits completely in E, for then k’ = 1. We shall use this

fact in our global study below.
To prove Theorem 1 we shall now formulate Theorem 2, which is a global

lifting theorem, whose local analogue is Conjecture B.
Let E be a cyclic extension of degree k &#x3E; 1 of a global field F. Denote

by AE and A the rings of adeles of E and F. Put G = GL(n, F) and
H = GL(r, E), Gv = GL(n, Fv ) and Hv = GL(r, Ev), G(A) = GL(n, A)
and H(AE) = GL(r, AE). Here Fv is the completion of F at a place v, and
Ev = E pF Fv is the direct sum Fv ~ ... ~ Fv’ of rv’ cyclic extensions Fv of
Fv of degree kv, where r’vk’v = k. Conjectures A, B, C are stated for v which
stays prime in E/F, thus r’v = 1 and Ev = Fv is a field; this is the crucial
case, and the other cases are reduced to it by induction. Therefore, we
treat the cases of v which split in E/F only paranthetically. In any case,
Hv = GL(r, F’v)r’ will be regarded as a subgroup of Gv, and H(AE) of G (A).
We also denote by Z(A) the center of G(A), and fix a unitary character cv
of Z (A) = A  which is trivial on Z(F) = F . Fix a character x of A /F
whose kernel is the norm subgroup F NE/FA E. It corresponds to E by
global class field theory. The local components of w and x will be denoted
by wv and Kv; they are unramified for almost all v.

If v is a non-archimedean place of F where wv and xv are unramified, we
let H (Gv ) be the Hecke algebra of complex-valued Kv -bünvariant functions
~v on Gv with ~vZg) = kv(Z)rk(k-1)/203C9v(Z)~v(g) (g ln Gv, z in Zv(Gv)) which
are compactly supported modulo Zv. A Hecke operator is the operator of
convolution with a Hecke function. Let L(G) be the span of the set of
complex valued functions 03C8 on GBG(A) with (1) 03C8(zg) = K(Z)rk(k-1)/203C9(z)03C8(g)
(z in Z(A), g in G(A)); (2) there exists an open compact subgroup U. of
G(Af), where Ai is the ring of finite adeles, with 03C8(gu) = 03C8(g) for all y in
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U03C8; (3) 03C8 is an eigenvector of all Hecke operators in H(Gv) for infinitely
many places v. Then L(G ) is the space of automorphic forms (see [Av]). G (A)
acts by right translation, and by an automorphic G-module we mean any
irreducible constituent of the G(A)-module L(G). Let L2(G) be the space of
gl in L(G) such that |03C8|2 is integrable on Z(A)GBG(A). An automorphic
G-module which occurs as a direct summand in L2(G) is called a discrete-
series G-module. The function 03C8 in L2(G) is called cuspidal if for every
proper F-parabolic subgroup P of G we have ~NBN(A) 03C8(nx) dn = 0 for every
x in G (A), where N is the unipotent radical of P. The space L0(G) of
cusp forms splits as a direct sum with finite multiplicities (for any reductive
group G) of irreducible discrete-series G-modules, called cuspidal. In our
case of G = GL(n), these multiplicities are all equal to one.

Analogously, we introduce automorphic, discrete-series and cuspidal
H-modules i on replacing Gv by Hv, Kv by K(Hv) = GL(r, REv), G(A) by
H(AE) etc., except that condition (1) in the definition of L(H) is still phrased
with Z(A), namely, it is 03C8(zh) = 03C9(z)03C8(h) (z in Z(A), h in H(AE)), rather
than with the center ZH(AE) of H(AE).
We denote G(A)-modules by n, and H(AE)-modules by r. If 03C0 is

irreducible, then it is the restricted tensor product Ovn, over all places v of
F of Gv-modules rcv which are unramified for almost all v. If c is irreducible
then it is the product ~v 03C4v over all places v of F of Hv -modules Lv which are
unramified for almost all v. The notion of local correspondence is defined
above for unramified T, and 03C0v.

DEFINITION. The irreducible G(A)-module 03C0 and H(AE)-module i corre-
spond if the Gv -module nv and the Hv -module w correspond for almost all
places v of F. Write x(i) for 03C0 and i(n) for i if 03C0 and i correspond.

It follows at once from the rigidity theorem for automorphic forms on
GL(n) of [JS] that at most one automorphic non-degenerate G-module 03C0

may correspond to a given i, and in this case 03C0 is equivalent to 03C0 Q K. If 03C4

is automorphic and corresponds to 03C0, then ! 0 03C3i corresponds to n for each
i (0  i  k), and it is not hard to deduce from Proposition 3.6 in [JS] that
at most one orbit {03C4  03C3i(0  i  k)l of cuspidal H-modules may corre-
spond to a given 03C0. If 03C4 is a cuspidal H-module with 03C4 ~ 03C4  a, then there
exists a cuspidal GL(r, A)-module 03C4F whose base change lift (see [AC]) is 03C4.

It is easy to see that i corresponds to the induced automorphic G-module
I(LF Qx !FK (D - - - Qx 03C4FKk-1).
Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following

THEOREM 2. The correspondence i - x(i) defines a bijection from the set of
orbits {03C4  03C31 (0  i  kl of cuspidal H-modules i with ! i:. ! 0 a, to the set
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of cuspidal G-modules n with n 0 K ~ n. If the cuspidal n and T correspond
then nv and iv correspond at each place v where nv andrv are unramified, and
at each place v which splits in EIF.

This is proven for n = 2 by simple means in [F3a], and in [AC], 111.6, for
all n  2, as a consequence of the theory of base-change for GL(n) (n = 2
in [F3a]). Theorem 2 concerns, and is used below in the context of, n with
no elliptic components. Its proof relies on Arthur’s computations [A] of the
contribution to the trace formula from Eisenstein series; these computations
are also used in the proof of the K-Trace Formula below. The local theory
of base-change for GL(n), and the global theory for cuspidal representations
03C0 with a supercuspidal component, is established in [F3b] by elementary
means. However, this special case does not seem to imply any form of
Theorem 2 which would sufhce for us to prove Theorem 1 for n &#x3E; 2.

To explain the way in which Theorem 2 is to be used, we recall the simple
trace formula of [FK1], §18, in the context of the group I-I(AE). For every
place v of F fix a Haar measure dhv on Hv such that the product of the
volumes of K(Hv ) converges. Put dh = ~ dhv for the product measures on
H(AE). The trace formula will be stated for a measure fdh, where f is a
smooth function on H(AE) which transforms under Z(A) by 03C9-1 and is
compactly supported modulo Z(A), of the form f = ~v fv, where fv are
functions on Hv which are equal to the unit elementl f0v of the Hecke algebra
H(Hv) of Hv for almost all (non-archimedean) places v of F. The trace
formula is usually stated for a function which transforms according to a
character of the center of H(AE) rather than Z(A), but the adjustments
required in the proof are trivial.
The simple trace formula is stated not for a general function f, but for a

well-chosen f. Let u" be a non-archimedean place of F which splits completely
in E such that Wu" is unramified. Put J = GL(r, Fu"). Then Hu. = Jk . Fix
supercuspidal J-modules j0i (1  i  k) whose central characters are cvû!k
such that j0i ~ j0j Q a for every i’ # i and character a of F u". Let f, be a
normalized matrix-coefhcient of j;° . Thus tr j0i(fi) = 1 and tr j(fi) = 0 for
every irreducible J-modulej with central character 03C91/ku" which is inequivalent
to j0i. Let fi’ be the product of fi and the characteristic function of the subset
03C0iu" JO of J, where 03C0u" is a local uniformizer at u", and JO is the set of elements
in J whose eigenvalues have valuations which are all equal to one. Put f ’ for
the function 1.’ ~ ... ~ fk’ on Hu", and f’u" for f’u(h) = ~ f’(zh)03C9u"(z)dz,
where dz is the measure on Zu. which assigns the volume one to Zun n Ku..
The function f’u" on Hu" transforms under Zu" according to 03C9-1u", and has the
property that tr 03C4u"(f’u") is zero for every irreducible H,1, -module 03C4u" which

transforms by cou- on Zu", unless Lu" is the product of j01,u" (8) ... Q j0k,u" with
an unramified character of the center of H,/f whose restriction to Zu. is one.
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The simple trace formula will be stated for a function f whose component
at u" is the above f’u".

Let u’ =1= u" be a place of F which splits completely in E such that Wu’ is
unramified. To specify the component of f at u’, let ~’u’, be a regular function
on Gu.. Recall (e.g., [FK1]) that by that we mean that ~’u’ is a function with
the usual properties of a function ~u’, which is supported on the set of g in
Gu, whose eigenvalues lie in F u’ and have distinct valuations, such that the
normalized orbital integral F(g, ~’u’) = Du, (g)03A6(g, ~’u’) depends only on the
valuations of the eigenvalues of g. If N is the unipotent radical of the
standard parabolic subgroup of type (r, ..., r) then the function f’u’ = ~’u’,N
is a regular function on Hu’, which matches ~’u’.

TRACE FORMULA. For f = ~ fv whose components at u" and u’ are as above
we have

On the left the sum ranges over all cuspidal H-modules i which transform under
Z(A) by ú) and whose componentru, at u" is a multiple of j01,u" ~ ... 0 j0k,u"
by an unramified character (and 03C4u’ is unramified). In particular 1" i:. 1" 0 a.

The sum on the right is finite and ranges over a set of representatives {03C4} for
the conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements in HIZ(G) which are elliptic
in Hu". In the volume factor, Z(y, X) is the centralizer of y in the group X.

It is clear that the term indexed by y on the right is independent of the
choice of measure on Z(y, H(A)). Note that the choice of fu" amounts to a
choice of k ( 2) components, at k places of E, which are supercusp forms.
Then our trace formula follows, with minor modifications due to the choice
of center, from [FK1], §18.
We also need the trace formula for G, twisted by K. This formula will be

stated for a product measure dg = Qv dgv on G(A), and a test function
q5 = ~~v on G(A) with the usual properties. Namely, each ~v is smooth,
satisfies ~v(zg) = kv(Z)rk(k-1)/203C9v(Z)-1~v(g) (z in Zv, g in Gv ), and is com-
pactly supported modulo Zv. For almost all v this ~v is the unit element 0’ v
of the Hecke algebra H(Gv). The trace formula which we need is related to
the operator

on the space Lo(G) of cusp forms. Namely, it is twisted by the operator r(K):
03C8(x) - x(x)03C8(x). We need this formula only for a function 0 whose local
components ~v match the local components fv for every v. In particular, we
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take ~u" to be a function which matches the function f’u" which depends on
the supercuspidal J-modules j0i(1  i  k), and ~u’ is taken to be the

regular function ~’u’ mentioned above in the context of the trace formula
for H.

DEFINITION. Let m be a positive integer. The regular function ~’u’ is called
m-regular if F(g, ~’u’) is zero unless g has the following property. For every
subset A of {1, 2, ... , nl of cardinality a (1  a  n/2), we have

where g l’ ..., gn are the n eigenvr ues of g.

K-TRACE FORMULA. For every ~u’ = ~ ~v(v ~ u’) as above there is

m = m(~u’) such that for every ~ = ~u’ ~ ~u’ with m-regular ~u’ we have

The sum on the left ranges over all cuspidal G-modules 71 with 71 0 k ~ 7r,

central character krk(k-1)/203C9 and component at u’ which is induced from
the product of an unramified character and the supercuspidal Hu’ -module
jo 0 ... ~ i2. The sum on the right is finite; it ranges over all conjugacy
classes {03B3} of regular elements y in GIZ(G) which have a representative in H
and are elliptic in Hu".

REMARK. The integer m depends only on the support of ou’ modulo con-
jugacy in G(Au’).

Proof. The trace formula is obtained on integrating over G(A)/Z(A) the
restriction to the diagonal x = y of two different expressions for the kernel
K(x, y) of the integral operator r(o dg x K) on L(G). One expression is
03A303B3 x(x)~(xyy-1), where y ranges over GIZ. If ~(x03B3x-1) ~ 0, then y has
distinct eigenvalues since ~u’ is regular. If y is not elliptic in G then there is
a (1  a  nl2) such that a conjugate (y’, y") (in the obvious notations) of
y lies in the standard (diagonal) Levi subgroup of type (a, n - a). Put

Then sv = 0 for almost all v, and there is an integer m &#x3E; 0, depending on
the support of ou’, but not on a or y, such that s  m. If fu" is m-regular then
the product formula Ev ordv (a) - 0 on (a in) F" implies that f(x03B3x-1) is
zero for every x in G(A) and y in G which is not elliptic (regular).
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A standard change of integration (over G’(A)/Z(A)) and summation (over
the elliptic regular y in GIZ) leads to

The sum ranges over the conjugacy classes {03B4} of the elliptic regular £5 in
G/Z. The proof of Lemma Al implies that if 03A6k(03B4,~ dg) ~ 0 then a con-
jugate y of £5 lies in H. Then Z(03B4, G) = Z(y, H). Consequently, we obtain
the right side of the K-trace formula.
The second expression for the kernel involves an orthonormal basis

of the space L(G). Although the left side of the K-trace formula is very
simple - involving only cuspidal G-modules - and suggests that the

operator r(~ dg x K) on L(G) factorizes through the projection to

L0(G), we do not know (at present) to prove this a-priori. Instead
we use the explicit computations of the integral over G(A)/Z(A) of
the restriction to the diagonal of the second expression for the kernel
given in Arthur [A]. Our argument above, concerning the regular com-
ponent ~u’, implies that the truncation applied in [A] is trivial for our

0. The computations of [A] are carried out with K replaced by 1, but
since the operator r(k): 03C8(x) ~ 03BA(x)03C8(x) fixes all parabolic subgroups,
these computations apply with trivial modifications in our twisted case
as well. The result of these computations is given (for K = 1) in [A],
theorem 8.2. It is too complicated to recall here fully. All that we need
is the partial description, with a general K, which is given in [FI], §12,
p. 170 (our x is denoted there by e, and we need the case of 03C3 = 1 in

[FI]). Our argument here is similar to that of [FI], §12, where analogous
(but différent) vanishing result is proven.

In the discussion of [A], (8.2) (=[F1], §12), we use the following
remark. Denote by j any supercuspidal H,,,,-module which is obtained
as the product of the fixed supercuspidal j0 = j01 0 ... Q jk chosen
above, and an unramified character. Denote by I(j) the G,,,,-module
normalizedly induced from the representation j 0 1 of the upper tri-

angular parabolic subgroup Hu"N of Gu.. The choice of the ji’, with
the property that j0i’ j0i Q a for all i’ =1= i and characters a of J,
guarantees by Theorem 4.2 of [BZ] that I(j) is irreducible for every j.
It is clear that the function ~u" with ~u",N =f’u" can be chosen so that
the operator 03C0u"(~u"dgu") factorizes through the projection on the connected
component of the I(j) in the Grothendieck group R(Gu") of Gu" (see [BD]).
We record this fact as the following:
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LEMMA. For every irreducible Gu.-module 03C0u" the convolution operator
03C0u"(~u"dgu") is zero unless 03C0u" is of the form I(j).
We now return to the computation of the representation theoretic side

of the K-trace formula, and the computations of [A], (8.2) (or [FI], §12).
The terms which appear depend on various parameters. First, we have
a standard Levi subgroup M of G (containing the diagonal subgroup M° ),
and an element s of the Weyl group of M in G. Then we have a unitary
discrete series representation g of M(A) such that s ~  Q K. If M is of
type (nl, ..., na), and correspondingly  = 1 O ... O Qa, the s acts by
permuting the indices. Since K is of order k, the set {i ~ kj(0  j  k)l
is contained in the set {j (1  j  a)l for every i ( 1  i  a). The terms
themselves involve an integral and a sum, and the integrand itself is the trace
of some intertwining operator .AL(P, À)M(P, s) (in the notations of [A],
p. 1324, 1.-2), acting on the convolution operator I(o Q e03BB; 0 dg x K) (in
our notations, where e* is some unramified character on M (A)/M (F». The
component at u" of this convolution operator is of the form I(u" ~ e03BB;
~u"dgu"); note that Ku" is 1 since u" splits completely from F to E. The Lemma
implies that this component is zero unless u" is of the form j. In this case we
have that ni is a multiple of r for every i(1  i  a), hence a  k. Since
j0i’ ~ j0i Q a for all i’ =1= i and a, considering the component at u" (where
Ku" = 1) of the global relation (Js(l) ~ ... 0 (Js(a) = QI K 0 ... 0 a k, we
see that s = 1. Hence the discrete-series GL(rbi, A)-module ol satisfies

i ~ i O K, and k divides ni = rbl . Moreover, it is clear from the condition
on the j0i that the i are cuspidal and the automorphic I( Q e03BB) are irreducible
and non-degenerate.
To prove that the representation theoretic side of the K-trace formula is

as asserted, we need to prove that a = 1, namely that n = I() =  = 1
is cuspidal. Indeed, if this is the case then M = G and the integral of [A],
Theorem 8.2, reduces to a point. The corresponding contribution to the
trace formula is of the form tr 03C0(~ dg x K), as required.

If a ~ 1 then bi  k, hence by induction on k, since the cuspidal
GL(rbi, A)-module Qi satisfies ol ~ K ~ i, there exists a unique orbit
Ti - 03C3(0  j  k) of cuspidal GL(rbi/k, AE)-modules which correspond to
i.In particular, the H(AE)-module IH = I(ii O ... O La) corresponds to
the G(()-module I = I(ol O ... O Qa). At u", the component 03C4i,u" of 03C4i is
of the form ~j03C4i,u",j(1j k), hence the component Iu" = I(1,u" ~ ... ~
a,u") of 1 is of the form I(~i,j03C4i,u",j), and the l,u" are of the form ~ij0i for
some set of indices i. Now each of the 03C4i,u",j is a GL(rbi/K, Fu" )-module, while
the supercuspidal j0i are GL(r, Fu") = J-modules. Since rbi/k  r for all i we

obtain a contradiction, implying that a = 1, and the proof of the K-trace
formula is complete.
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REMARK. A special case of the K-trace formula for a test function with n
elliptic components at places of F which stay prime in E would sufhce for
our proof of Theorem 1. For the precise statement see the "Alternative
proof" at the end of Section III, below.

III. Proofs

Our proof of Theorem 1 depends on a comparison of the two trace formulae.
It is a new application of the trace formula, which is différent than the
standard way in which it is used. The standard approach, on which the proof
of Proposition [Co ~ B] is based, compares the group theoretic sides of
the trace formulae, which involve orbital integrals, and extract lifting
consequences from the resulting identity of the representation theoretic sides
of the formulae. Our approach reverses this order. For a suitable choice of
test functions f and 0 we compare the representation theoretic sides of the
formulae; careful choice of the components off and 0 compensates for the
fact that the local correspondence is not available. We then conclude the
required matching properties of the orbital integrals in question from the
resulting identity of the group theoretic sides of the trace formulae.
We indicate two approaches for the construction of the test functions f

and ~, and the completion of the proof of Theorem 1. In both of these

approaches we regard the unramified cyclic extension Eu /Fu of local non-
archimedean fields under construction as the completion at a place u of a
cyclic extension (of the same degree) of global fields E/F. There is no

difficulty in choosing the components fv and 0, of f and ~ at a place v of F
which does not ramify in E. The first approach is based on using regular
functions at the ramified places; it relies on the results of Kazhdan [KI] in
the case of r = 1. Conjecture Bo will not be used before the final lines of the
proof. The second approach is based on applying Conjecture Bo at each
place v of F where there is ramification. Moreover, as alluded to in the
Remark following the proof of the K-trace formula, assuming Conjecture Bo
at sufficiently many (n or 2, depending on which form of the trace formula
is used) places of F which stay prime in E, we can give a different proof
for a special case of the K-trace formula which sufBces for our proof of
Theorem 1.

In the first approach we use two special cases, of Conjectures Bo and A,
when r = 1, due to Kazhdan [K1], which we now state. Suppose that E/F
is a cyclic extension of degree k of local non-archimedean fields. Then
we have:
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PROPOSITION 1. The trivial character of GL(1, E) = E  corresponds to the
normalizedly induced irreducible GL(k, F)-module IK = 1(1, K, K2, ... , Kk-l).

COROLLARY 2. For every character 03BC of Fx, the GL(1, E)-module ~ =

J1 0 NE/F corresponds to the GL(k, F)-module IK(J1) = J1 ~ IK.

COROLLARY 3. For every r-tuple MI, ..., J1, of characters of Fx, the induced
H-module I(~) = I(~1, ..., ~r), where ili = J1i 0 NE/F, corresponds to the
induced G-module Ik(03BC) = I(Ik(03BC1), ... , Ik(03BCr)).

Proposition 1 is due to [k1], Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence,
and Corollary 3 follows from a standard computation of the character of an
induced representation. In particular, by definition we have

COROLLARY 4. For all matching f and ~ we have tr (I(~))(f) = tr (I,,(p»(0 x K).
Of course, we also have the following easy

LEMMA 5. For ei,ery 0 on G such that 03A6k(g, ~) is supported on the set of g
in G which are regular (and have a conjugate in H), there exists a matching
f on H. Conversely, for every f on H such that 03A6(h, f) is supported on the set
of h in H which are regular in G, and satisfies 03A6(03C3h, f) = 03A6(h, f) for all h,
there exists a matching 0 on G.

Indeed, on the regular set both 03A6(h,f) and 0394(h)03A6k(h, ~) are locally constant.
Let 03BC’1, ..., 03BC’r be (unitary) characters on F , put ~’i = J1; 0 NE/F, and

suppose that ~’l/~’j is ramified for all i :0 j and 03A0i~’i = cv on F x . Let f~’ be
a function on H with (0394H03A6)(h,f~’) equal to 03A3w03A0i~’i(hw(i))-1 if h has eigen-
values hi (1  i  r) in Ex with ord hi = i, and zero otherwise. The sum

ranges over w in the symmetric group S, on r letters. We have

PROPOSITION 6. If T is an irreducible H-module with tr 03C4(f~’) ~ 0 then

03C4 = I(~), where q = (ql, ..., ~r), qi are characters of E x and rii /~’i are
unramified.

Proof. Apply the Weyl integration formula to tr 03C4(f~’). Since f~’ is regular,
the Theorem of [C] (see [FK1], §14) applies; it implies that the A-module of
N-coinvariants (or N-homology) LN of r (A is the diagonal in H, N the
unipotent upper triangular subgroup of H) contains a copy of a character
1 of A as asserted in the proposition. By Frobenius reciprocity r is a

constituent of the induced H-module I(~). But I(~) is irreducible by
Theorem 4.2 of [BZ], since the ~’i/~’j are chosen to be ramified, as required.

Let f * be a p seudo -coefficient of the Steinberg H-module stH (see [K2]).
Thus, by definition tr 03C4(f *) = 0 for every tempered irreducible H-module
i inequivalent to stH, and trstH(f*) = 1. By [Z], Theorem 9.7(b), we
conclude that tr 03C4(f *) = 0 for every non-degenerate unitary T inequivalent
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to stH . In addition to proving the existence of such f*, it is shown in [K2]
that «h, f *) is zero at each regular non-elliptic h in H, and

at each elliptic regular h in H, where x(st,) is the character of stH . Implicit
is a choice of a Haar measure dh on H. It is chosen to satisfy |Z(H)/Z(G)| = k
(note that E /F  is compact).

Similarly, let 0* be a pseudo -coefficient of the irreducible G-module
03C0(st) = lest ~ K, st 0 03BA2, ... , st Q xk) of Conjecture Bo. This n(st) is an
isolated point in the variety of K-invariant tempered G-modules, and 0* is
defined to be a function with tr 03C0(~* x K) = 0 for every tempered irreduc-
ible K-invariant G-module 03C0 inequivalent to 03C0(st), and tr (n(st» (0* x K) = 1.

Further, we have tr 7r(o* x K) = 0 for every unitary non-degenerate
K-invariant G-module 03C0 inequivalent to 03C0(st). The methods of [K2] apply in
this twisted case to show that a pseudo -coefficient ~* exists, and has the
property that 03A6k(h, 0*) is zero if h in H is regular in G but not elliptic, while
if h is elliptic regular in H then

In particular f * and ~* are matching, and in summary we have:

PROPOSITION 7. There exist matching functions f * on H and ~* on G,
such that (1) 03A6(h,f*) is zero if h is regular non-elliptic, and non-zero if
h is regular elliptic; (2) tr 03C4(f*) is zero for every unitary non-degenerate
irreducible i inequivalent to stH, and tr stH(f*) = 1; (3) tr 03C0(~* x K) is

zero for every unitary non-degenerate irreducible 7c inequivalent to n(st), and
tr(03C0(st)) (~* x K) = 1.

We shall now begin the proof of Theorem 1. We are given a cyclic
unramified extension Eu/Fu of local non-archimedean fields, and corre-
sponding spherical functions ~"u and f"u. We have to show that ~"u and,h" are
matching. By a standard integration formula (F(h,f"u) = FM(h,f"uN) if h is
regular and lies in the Levi M of a parabolic P = MN with unipotent radical
N; see, e.g., [F’K1], §7), it suffices to prove that 03A6(h, fu") = 0394(h)03A6(h, ~"u) only
for h in Hu , regular in Gu , which are elliptic in Hu , hence also in Gu .
For the proof we take a cyclic extension E/F of global fields with

[E : F] = [Eu : Fu = k, such that at some place u of F the completions of E
and F are the given local Eu and Fu , and such that each archimedean place
of F splits in E. Such E/F is easily constructed, but it is not clear to me if
it can be chosen to be everywhere unramified. We fix a global unitary
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character QJ whose component wu at u is the one which appears in the
definition of 0’ u and fu’. We fix a non-archimedean place u" of F which
splits completely in E such that 03C9u" is unramified. Fix matching functions f’u"
and ~’u", related to the supercuspidal Hu"-module j01,u" ~ ... ~ j0k,u", as
in the statements of the Trace Formula and the K-Trace Formula. Let

ui(1  i  I) denote the places of F which ramify in E. Fix regular match-
ing functions f’ul and ~’ul, as in Proposition 6 for each i(1  i  I).

Let y’ be a regular elliptic element of Hu. Our aim is to show that

03A6(03B3’, .1:’) = 0394(03B3’)03A6(03B3’, ~’u).

Since both sides of this equation are locally constant as functions in y’, and
H = GL(r, E ) is dense in HuHu"03A0iHut, we may assume that y’ is regular
elliptic rational element of H, with the property that 03A6(03B3’, fv’) is non-zero for
v = u" and vi(1  1 K I). The centralizer of y’ in H is isomorphic to the
multiplicative group D  of a field extension D of F of degree r. Fix a
non-archimedean place u’(~ u, u") of F which splits completely in D, such
that ccy, is unramified and the eigenvalues of y’ are all units at u’. Fix a place
w ( ~ u, u’, u", ui ) of F which splits completely in E; it is taken to be
archimedean if F is a number field. At each non-archimedean place v of F
other than u, u’, u", ul, w, let fv’ and ~’v be corresponding spherical functions
with 03A6(03B3’, fv’) ~ 0 and 03A6kv(03B3’, ~’v) ~ 0. For almost all v these are taken to
be the unit elements fvo and 00V.
Denote by u’i(1  1 K n) the places of D over the place u’ of F. For

every positive integer m there exists an element 03B4 = 03B4m in D " such that
(1) ordv(03B4) = 0 for every finite v ~ ul ; (2) 03A3ni=1 ordu’l(03B4) = 0; (3)

for every non-empty proper subset A of {1, ... , nl of cardinality a. If F is
a function field this is a consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem. What-
ever char F is, given a finite set S of finite places of D not including the u’i,
and denoting the residual characteristic of D at v in S by dv, on replacing
03B4 by 03B4d, where d = 03A0v~s (dv - 1)dmvv and mv are sufficiently large, we may
assume that ô is as close to the identity as desired at the places v of S. If F
is a number field, then applying the Dirichlet unit theorem we may replace
03B4 by its product with a unit in D  so that the following holds. There exists
a compact subset C~(D ) of (D QQ R) , which depends only on D, such that
03B4 lies in C~(D). Hence, we have the property (2) above.
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Denote by ~i the archimedean places of F. We conclude that there exist
matching f’~ = ~if’~l and ~’~ = ~i ~’~l which depend on y’ but not on m
(and matching fw and ~’w, independent of m, if F is a function field), with the
following property. Let q5’ u be a function on Gu, andf,,’ on Hu . So far, they
are not related in any particular way. Let ~’u’ be an m-regular function on G,,,,
where m is an integer, depending on 0-’ v for all v ~ u’, as asserted in the
K-Trace Formula. Then there exists b = bm as above such that y = y’ô
satisfies

and

At this stage we note that there are only finitely many conjugacy classes
of h in H/Z(G) with 03A6(h,f’) ~ 0 or 03A6k(h, ~’) ~ 0, where f ’ - Q fv and
~’ = ~~’v. Moreover, we note that for every v ~ u, the choice of fv’
(as a spherical function or one which matches some ~’v) guarantees that
03A6(03C3h,f’v) = 03A6(h, f’v) for every regular h. We work below withfv’ and 0, u
which also have this property. We conclude that fw and 0" w can be replaced
by matching fw’ and ~"w with (D(y, fw’) - 03A6(03B3, f’w), such that 03A6(h, f"w) is

supported on a small neighborhood of y which is contained in the support
of 03A6(h,f’w), and 03A6(h,f") = 0 and 03A6k(h, ~") = 0 for every h in HIZ(G)
which is not conjugate to y in G. Here f " is f ’ with f’w replaced by f,,", and
~" is ~’ with ~’w replaced by ~"w. To simplify the notations we now write f’w
for fw’ and ~’w for 0
From now on we work with two pairs of global functions, (f", ~") and

( f *, ~*). The components at v ~ u of f " and f * are equal to fv . The
components at v ~ u of ~" and ~* are equal to ~v’. The component at u of
f " is the spherical fu’, and ~" has as a component at u the corresponding
spherical ~"u. The component at u of f* is the pseudo-coefhcient fu* of
Proposition 7, and ~* has the matching function ~*u as a component at u.
Note that the component fu’ at u’ is chosen to be m-regular where m depends
on (the fv’ (v =1= u, u’) and on) both fu" and fu*. The construction of these
functions guarantees the following.

PROPOSITION 8. (1) Suppose that ! and ne!) are corresponding cusp forms.
Then tr i( f ") = tr (n(T» (0," x k) and tr 03C4(f*) = tr (03C0(03C4)) (~* x K).(2)Ifh
lies in HIZ(G) but is not conjugate in GIZ(G) to y then
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We write vol (h) for the volume factor which appears in the K-Trace
Formula. By the K-Trace Formula this is equal to

The last equality follows from Theorem 2, which asserts that precisely k
cuspidal i (namely the inequivalent L 0 ai (0  i  k)) correspond to the n
which occur in the K-Trace Formula. By the Trace Formula we obtain

Here the sum ranges over the conjugacy classes in H/Z(G) (which are
regular and elliptic). The only summands which are not necessarily zero
are the k terms indexed by the 03C3i(03B3) (0  1 i  k), by (2). By (3), we have
03A6(03C3i03B3,f) = 03A6(03B3, f) for all i, whence the last equality. We deduce the

Proposition 7 asserts that 0394(03B3)03A6ku(03B3, ~*u) = 03A6(03B3,fu*). Since this is non-zéro,
we get

This is the assertion of Conjecture C: the corresponding spherical f"u and ~"u
are matching. In the proof of Proposition 7 we used Conjecture Bo. Hence,
Conjecture Bo implies Conjecture C, and Theorem 1 follows.
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Alternative proof In the above proof of Theorem 1 we used the new,

powerful technique of regular functions, in various instances. The first

application of regular functions is in annihilating the orbital integrals in the
trace formula which are associated with singular orbits. Our usage of the
very (i.e., m-) regular functions at the place u’ permitted us to annihilate
the orbital integrals of all non-elliptic-regular orbits in the proof of the
K-Trace Formula. In the proof of Theorem 1 regular functions were also
used at the places ul which ramify in E/F to reduce the comparison of orbital
integrals and characters to the special, easier case of split elements in H, and
H-modules induced from a character of the Borel subgroup. These cases
were treated by Kazhdan [Kl]. Conjecture Bo, in the form of Proposition 7,
was used only at the last lines of the proof.
An alternative proof, which relies more on Proposition 7 and less on

regular functions, can also be given, as we shall now briefly indicate. Again,
we put a regular function at u’ to annihilate the orbital integrals in the
K-Trace Formula (and also in the Trace Formula) associated with non-
regular orbits. However, to prove the K-Trace Formula we choose n places
of F which stay prime in E and use their pairs ( fv, 4Jv) of functions as in
Proposition 7. Since the orbital integrals (03A6(h,fv) and) 03A6kv(h, 4Jv) vanish on
the regular non-elliptic elements h of Hv , the multiplicative properties of the
weighted orbital integrals Jo(~) and weighted traces Jx(4J) of [A] imply the
vanishing of all terms in the trace formula of [A] except those mentioned in
our K-Trace Formula. Moreover, using the invariant form of the trace
formula, as developed by Arthur, it is clear that it sufHces to use such pairs
(f,, ~v) only at two - rather than n - places v of F which stay prime
in E. Of course, these places can be taken to be unramified in E.
The advantage of this proof is that it eliminates the need to use the theory

of base-change for GL(n) in the proof of the K-Trace Formula given above.
Its disadvantage is in using the complicated computations of the weighted
orbital integrals J (~) in the K-trace formula. Of course, one can combine
the two approaches and use m-regular functions to annihilate the non-
elliptic-regular orbital integrals, and n pairs (fv, ~v) to annihilate the Jx(4J)
of [A] which are not associated with cuspidal G-modules 03C0.

The other place where Proposition 7 can be used instead of regular
functions is at the ramified places u; . The advantage of this approach is that
it eliminates the need to use the results (Proposition 1 and its Corollaries of
[K1], who treated the case of r = 1, to deduce our results for a general r.
Instead this approach can be used to deduce also the results of [K1] as the
special case of r = 1. However, this approach assumes Conjecture Bo also
at the ramified places. The approach based on regular functions given above
can be used if Conjecture Bo is proven only for the places v of F which are
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unramified in E. This completes our discussion of an alternative proof of
Theorem 1.

IV. Appendix

Proof of Conjecture Bo for r = 1, k = 2. Here E is a quadratic extension of
a local field F, and K is the (quadratic) character of F" whose kernel
is the norm subgroup NE/FE . Let K, be a character of F" with xi - K.

Denote by |.| the normalized (by |03C0| = q-’ ) absolute value on F. Put
p(x) = Ixll/2 KI (x) and pp(p) = p(alb) if p = (a 0 b) lies in the upper

triangular subgroup P of G = GL(2, F). By definition, the space of the
G-module I(Kl’ KI ), unitarily induced from the character p H KI (a/b) of P,
consists of the functions 03C8: G ~ C such that for some open compact
subgroup U03C8 of G we have 03C8(pgu) = 03BCp(p)03C8(g) ( p in P, u in U03C8, g in G).
G acts by right translation. Consider the space J(k1, k-11) of locally constant
functions ~: F2 ~  with ~(03BBv) = 03BC(03BB)-2~(v) (03BB in FB v = (x, y) in F2)
and G-action (03C4(g)~)v) = 03BC(det g)~(vg). Put Vo = (0, 1).

LEMMA 1 A. The G-modules I(k1, Kll) and J(Kl’ k-11) are isomorphic.
Proof. The isomorphism is given by 03C8(g) = 03BC(detg)~(v0g).
Let P V be the projective space of lines {03BBv; 03BB in F }, v ~ 0, through

0 = (0, 0) in V = F2. Put ~(x, y)~ = max {|x|, 1 yll and v0 = {v in V;
~v~ = 1}. Denote by R  the group of units in the ring R of integers in F.
Let P% be the space of lines {03BBv; v in V0, 03BB in R } in V0. Then PV is
isomorphic to P V. Denote by dv the Haar measure on P % which assigns the
compact space P % the volume one, and also the corresponding measure on
P V. If v = (a, b), w = (c, d), put v, w) for det ( a bd) = V w1w, where
w = (? -ô). Put

Then (F~)(03BBv) = 03BC(03BB)-2(F~)(v). Moreover writing p(g) for p(det g), K(g) for
x(det g), and 6(g) for wtg-1w-1, we have

since i(6(g)) = i(g) (03C4 is a PGL(2, F)-module). We conclude the following
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LEMMA 2A. The non-scalar operator F intertwines the G-modules J(Kl’ Kll)
and J(k-11, K,).

In particular the operator r(g)F is an integral operator with kernel
K(v, w) = 03BC(g)03BC(~vg, w~)-2 on P V0, namely

The character x(g) of the operator -r(g)1F is given by the integral over the
diagonal.

LEMMA 3A. We have ~(g) = p(g) Jpvo 03BC(~vg, v) )-2dv.
It is clear that x(h-1 gh) - K(h)X(g). Lemma A1 then implies that X(g) is

zero unless g lies in a torus of G isomorphic to E . Suppose that E = F(el/2),
where 0 lies in F - F2 . We may assume that lei | = 1 if F/F is unramified,
and that |03B8| = q-1 otherwise. Up to conjugation in G, we have g = (a b0a).
If v = (x, y), then vg, v) = det (vg) = b ( y2 - x2 0). Hence,

as defined prior to Conjecture A. Of course, k(y2 - X2 03B8) = 1, and

|y2 - x2 03B8 | = 1 if )0) | = 1. Note that the G-module no which occurs in
Conjecture B, is the G-module Kll ~ J(k1, k-11). If xo denotes the character
ofyco? then xo(g) - KI (g) -’X(g). We conclude the following

LEMMA 4A. If EIF is unramified then 0394(g)~0(g) = 1.

The same conclusion, up to a scalar, holds in the ramified case.
It follows that the trivial character of H = GL(1, E) = E " corresponds

to the G-module I(1, k) ~ I(K, 1). This is Conjecture B1 for r = 1 and

k = 2, hence, also Conjecture Bo for this case, since the Steinberg GL( l, E )-
module is the trivial character of E .
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